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To the people of the Earth.

Some time ago a group of hyper-intelligent pan dimensional beings decided to
finally answer the great question of Life, The Universe and Everything.
To this end they built an incredibly powerful computer, Deep Thought.

After the great computer programme had run (a very quick seven
and a half million years) the answer was announced.

The Ultimate answer to Life, the Universe and Everything is
(You’re not going to like it)

Is . . . 42

– Douglas Adams
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Abstract

Scattered photons—shortly scatter—are generated by interaction processes when photon
beams interact with matter. In diagnostic radiology, they deteriorate image quality since
they add an undesirable signal that lowers the contrast in projection radiography and causes
cupping and streak artefacts in computed tomography (CT). Scatter is one of the most
detrimental factors in cone beam CT owing to irradiation geometries using wide beams.
It cannot be fully eliminated, nevertheless its amount can be lowered via scatter reduction
techniques (air gaps, antiscatter grids, collimators) and its effect on medical images can be
suppressed via scatter correction algorithms.

Aim: Develop a tool—a virtual tomograph—that simulates projections and performs im-
age reconstructions similarly to a real CT scanner. Use this tool to evaluate the effect of
scatter on projections and reconstructed images in cone beam CT. Propose improvements
in CT scanner design and image reconstruction algorithms.

Methods: A software toolkit (CTmod) based on the application development framework
ROOT was written to simulate primary and scatter projections using analytic and Monte
Carlo methods, respectively. It was used to calculate the amount of scatter in cone beam
CT for anthropomorphic voxel phantoms and water cylinders. Configurations with and
without bowtie filters, antiscatter grids, and beam hardening corrections were investigated.
Filtered back-projection was used to reconstruct images. Automatic threshold segmenta-
tion of volumetric CT data of anthropomorphic phantoms with known tissue compositions
was tested to evaluate its usability in an iterative image reconstruction algorithm capable
of performing scatter correction.

Results: It was found that computer speed was the limiting factor for the deployment of
this method in clinical CT scanners. It took several hours to calculate a single projection
depending on the complexity of the geometry, number of simulated detector elements, and
statistical precision. Data calculated using the CTmod code confirmed the already known
facts that the amount of scatter is almost linearly proportional to the beam width, the
scatter-to-primary ratio (SPR) can be larger than 1 for body-size objects, and bowtie filters
can decrease the SPR in certain regions of projections. Ideal antiscatter grids significantly
lowered the amount of scatter. The beneficial effect of classical antiscatter grids in cone
beam CT with flat panel imagers was not confirmed by other researchers nevertheless new
grid designs are still being tested. A simple formula estimating the effect of scatter on the
quality of reconstructed images was suggested and tested.

Conclusions: It was shown that computer simulations could calculate the amount of
scatter in diagnostic radiology. The Monte Carlo method was too slow for a routine use
in contemporary clinical practice nevertheless it could be used to optimize CT scanner
design and, with some enhancements, it could become a part of an image reconstruction
algorithm that performs scatter correction.
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Abbreviations and symbols

1D one-dimensional
2D two-dimensional
3D three-dimensional
BF Bowtie Filter
BHC Beam Hardening Correction
CT Computed Tomography
CBCT Cone Beam Computed Tomography
CDF Cumulative Distribution Function
CSDA Continuous Slowing Down Approximation
DRRI Difference Relative to Reference Image
IFCBF Ideal Fully Compensating Bowtie Filter
MC Monte Carlo
MCRTC Monte Carlo Radiation Transport Codes
MTF Modulation Transfer Function
NEQ Noise Equivalent Quanta
PDF Probability Density Function
RNG Random Number Generator

ai atomic fraction
c speed of light in vacuum
E energy
f(x, y) object function in CT; usually the same as µ

f̂(x, y) reconstructed object function in CT
f(E,Ω) energy absorption efficiency function
f(E, ξ) energy absorption efficiency function
F cumulative distribution function
Fm coherent scattering form factor of material m
Fx 1D Fourier transform
Fx,y 2D Fourier transform
I intensity; usually stands for εA

Kc,air air collision kerma
me electron rest mass
RSP scatter-to-primary ratio
sΩ,E angle-energy distribution of source intensity
S source intensity
Sm incoherent scattering function of material m
Ti threshold value (a CT number)
U tube voltage
w statistical weight of a photon
Z atomic number
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γ random number from a uniform distribution U(0, 1)
γ angle of a ray within the fan
δ Dirac’s delta function
ε energy imparted
εA energy imparted per unit surface area
θ scattering angle in particle interactions
θ view angle in CT
µ linear attenuation coefficient
µen energy absorption coefficient
(µen/ρ)air mass energy absorption coefficient for air
ξ ξ = cos θ, where θ is the incidence angle
ρi mass density of the material with index i
ρb,m mass density of the base material with index m
σ cross section
σ standard deviation
Σ macroscopic cross section
ΣIn macroscopic cross section of incoherent scattering
ΣCo macroscopic cross section of coherent scattering
ΣPh macroscopic cross section of photoelectric effect
Σtot total macroscopic cross section
φ azimuthal angle
Φ fluence
Φn plane fluence
ΦΩ,E angle-energy distribution of fluence
Ψ energy fluence
Ψn plane energy fluence
Ω solid angle
Ω unit vector, direction
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Where shall I begin, please your Majesty?
Begin at the beginning and go on till you come to the end: then stop.

– Lewis Carroll

1.1 Foreword

Calculation of scatter in cone beam CT builds on well established fields of image processing,
radiation physics, and computer simulations. More often than not, scientists working in
one field have only limited knowledge of terminology and concepts used in other fields.
Since this thesis touches all three fields, the author felt that he should introduce even basic
concepts so that readers could easily grasp the information presented in appended papers
and related documents. The consequence is that, depending on the readers background,
some sections may seem trivial. Readers willing to learn more may find the following books
and documents useful. CT image reconstruction: (Cho Z H et al., 1993; Herman G T, 1980;
Kak and Slaney, 1987; Newton T H and Potts D G, 1981; Ter-Pogossian M M et al., 1977).
Radiation physics: (Attix, 1986)

1.2 Contemporary CT scanners

A wide variety of diagnostic medical CT scanners is currently available on the market.
The most common are third generation multislice CT scanners, see figure 1.1a. Quite
recently, cone beam CT scanners with flat panel detectors have been introduced, see figure
1.1b. Compared to the third or fourth generation CT scanners, they have noticeably
longer rotation times (see table 1.1) but, on the other hand, they can often perform data
acquisition during one rotation. They are also less bulky because of the compact size of
the flat panel detector.

A typical third generation CT scanner contains one X-ray tube and one detector array
that are positioned inside the gantry and rotate around the patient. The SOMATOM
Definition CT scanner in figure 1.1a is atypical in this respect. It contains two rotating
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

(a) (b)

Figure 1.1: (a) Dual source CT scanner Siemens SOMATOM Definition. The patient
moves through the gantry on a movable table. At the same time, two fast rotating X-ray
tubes and detector arrays collect projection data. (b) Dental cone beam CT scanner 3D
Accuitomo MCT-1. The patient sits in the chair. An X-ray tube and a flat panel detector
in the C-shaped arm perform one slow rotation around the patient’s head. Both scanners
were installed at the Linköping University Hospital in 2007 and 2008.

Table 1.1: Parameters of Siemens SOMATOM Definition and J. MORITA Mfg. Corpo-
ration’s Accuitomo MCT-1 CT scanners. Data were taken from marketing materials and
(Flohr et al., 2006).

SOMATOM Definition 3D Accuitomo

detector Multislice Ultra Fast Ceramic flat panel
rotation time in s 0.33 18a

min. voxel size in mm3 0.4× 0.4× 0.4 0.125× 0.125× 0.125
min. focal spot size in mm2 0.6× 0.7 0.5× 0.5
tube voltage in kV 80–140 60–80
a For 3D Accuitomo, the exposure time is given.

2



1.3. THE ORIGIN OF SCATTER

X-ray tubes and detector arrays that can collect projection data simultaneously and thus
speed up data acquisition.

1.3 The origin of scatter

In this thesis, we focus on interactions of photons with matter that are relevant in diagnos-
tic radiology. In the energy range from 1 to 150 keV, these interactions are: photoelectric
effect, incoherent scattering, and coherent scattering, see figure 1.2 for a schematic depic-
tion of these interactions. In the photoelectric effect, the photon impinging on an atom or

A
γ → A

+

e
−

A
+

e
−

γ
A

γ

before photoelectric incoherent coherent
interaction effect scattering scattering

Figure 1.2: Schematic depiction of photon interactions in the energy range from 1 keV to
150 keV. The figure on the left side shows a photon γ impinging on an atom A. In figures
on the right side, e− denotes a liberated electron, A+ denotes the ionized atom, and γ
denotes the scattered photon.

a molecule is absorbed and a photoelectron is liberated. The ionization mostly happens
in the inner shells (K,L, . . . ). A de-excitation phase follows during which characteristic
X-rays or Auger electrons are emitted.

The incoherent scattering, also called the Compton scattering, results in a recoiled
electron and a scattered photon whose energy is lower than the energy of the incident
photon. Simple models assume that the scattering electron is free and at rest. This leads
to a deterministic relation between the scattering angle and the scattered photon energy—
the so called Compton formula. More complicated models assume that the momentum
of the scattering electron is distributed according to a known function, see for instance
(Carlsson et al., 1982).

The coherent scattering is a process where the photon neither ionizes nor excites the
scattering center and thus its energy does not change in the center-of-mass system. In the
laboratory system where the scattering center is at rest, the change of the photon’s energy
is negligible.

Any of these processes can remove photons from an X-ray beam and thus, in trans-
mission tomography, all three processes must be taken into account. From a practical
point of view, the less problematic one is the photoelectric effect since it does not pro-
duce scattered photons. (We show in section 1.4 that these deteriorate image quality.)
Moreover, the energy of characteristic radiation emitted from biological tissues as a result
of this interaction is small to significantly affect projection images. The frequency of the
photoelectric effect depends on the photon energy, see figure 1.3. For low photon energies,
the photoelectric effect dominates over the incoherent scattering. For higher energies, the

3
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Figure 1.3: Cumulative distribution function, CDF, of a photon interaction in water as
a function of photon energy, E. For a given energy, the distance between two adjacent
curves gives the probability of the interaction. For instance for 20 keV, the probability of
the incoherent scattering is ΣIn/Σtot = 0.22.

roles are reversed. For instance for photon energy of 20 keV, the photoelectric effect, in-
coherent scattering, and coherent scattering represent 67%, 22%, and 11%, respectively, of
all photon interactions. For 75 keV, these numbers become 3.8%, 91%, and 4.9%.

Most of the interactions take place inside the volume delimited by the X-ray beam, see
figure 1.4. The highest concentration of interactions is close to the entrance surface and
decreases with depth owing to the exponential attenuation law.

1.4 The effect of scatter

In transmission tomography, scattered photons, in general, deteriorate image quality. This
follows from the fact that current image reconstruction techniques like filtered backpro-
jection assume that scattered photons are not detected; the presence of scatter breaks
assumptions of these techniques and leads to artefacts. Contemporary CT scanners take
several measures to reduce the amount of scatter: special collimators are positioned in
front of the detector array and the detector elements are separated by septa. However,
these measures cannot be applied for cone beam scanners using flat panel imagers. In these
machines, scatter represents a significant image quality degradation factor.

A completely different situation is in coherent scatter computed tomography, see for
instance (van Stevendaal et al., 2003; Batchelar and Cunningham, 2002; Batchelar et al.,
2006). Here, the useful signal is carried by coherently scattered photons. The advantage
of this approach is that coherent scattering is more sensitive to the molecular structure of
the imaged object (see section 2.2.1 about molecular form factors) and thus these scanners
have a potential for detecting different biological tissues. Classical CT scanners rely on
the photoelectric effect which happens mostly on the inner shells that are not affected by
chemical bonds or on the incoherent scattering which is affected by chemical bonds to a
small degree only.

4



1.4. THE EFFECT OF SCATTER
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Figure 1.4: Spatial distribution of photon interactions. Simulations were performed for a
120 kV fan beam irradiating the chest region of an anthropomorphic phantom. Positions of
photoelectric effect, incoherent scattering, and coherent scattering interactions are plotted
for the side, top, and front views. Note that the highest concentration of interactions is
close to the entrance surface and that incoherent scattering is the most frequent interaction.

To understand how scatter affects a projection image, consider the geometry in fig-
ure 1.5. The source emits a fan beam which impinges on a phantom, for instance a
cylinder. In case (a), the beam is narrow, e.g. 2 cm. The contribution to energy imparted
per unit surface area to the detector at a point (x, y) in the image plane from a virtual
volume source in the region A is approximately the same as the one from the region B.
Thus, for moderately wide beams, the amount of scattered radiation is approximately pro-
portional to the irradiated volume. In case (b), the beam is wider, for instance 20 cm. The
contribution at (xa, ya) from the region A is approximately the same as the contribution at
(xb, yb) from the region B. Thus, if boundary effects are neglected, the amount of scattered
radiation at (xa, ya) is approximately the same as at (xb, yb)—think about integrating con-
tributions to (xa, ya) from all possible positions of the region A and similarly for (xb, yb)
and the region B.
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Figure 1.5: (a) The contribution to energy imparted per unit surface area to the detector
at a point (x, y) from a virtual volume source in the region A is approximately the same
as the one from the region B. Thus the amount of scattered radiation is approximately
proportional to the irradiated volume. (b) The contribution at (xa, ya) from the region A is
approximately the same as the contribution at (xb, yb) from the region B. Thus, if boundary
effects are neglected, the amount of scattered radiation at (xa, ya) is approximately the same
as at (xb, yb).

1.5 Quantities in radiation physics

Most of the quantities used in radiation physics are defined in ICRU Report 60 (ICRU,
1998). As this document is not easily available to people working in other fields, some
of these quantities are defined in the following text. Typical usage of these quantities in
Monte Carlo radiation transport codes (MCRTC) is also described.

The energy deposit, εi, is the energy deposited in a single interaction, i, εi = εin−εout+Q,
where εin is the energy of the incident ionizing particle (excluding rest energy), εout is the
sum of the energies of all ionizing particles leaving the interaction (excluding rest energy),
Q is the change in the rest energies of the nucleus and of all particles involved in the
interaction (Q > 0: decrease of rest energy; Q < 0: increase of rest energy). Note that
in the kV diagnostic radiology, all interactions have Q = 0. In MCRTC, energy deposits
from individual interactions are used to calculate energy imparted to a given volume, see
the following definition.

The energy imparted, ε, to the matter in a given volume is the sum of all energy deposits
in the volume, ε =

∑
i εi, where the summation is performed over all energy deposits, εi,

in that volume. Its unit is J. In MCRTC, energy imparted to a given volume is used to
calculate the average absorbed dose. This may further be used to calculate the effective
dose (ICRP, 1991) or other quantities related to the risk associated with the use of ionizing
radiation.

The following two quantities, fluence and energy fluence, describe a radiation field at a
given point and can be used to describe the response of a thin photon counting and thin
energy counting detectors. But first, we introduce the radiant energy: the radiant energy,
R, is the energy (excluding rest energy) of the particles that are emitted, transfered or
received. Its unit is J. The fluence, Φ, is the quotient of dN by da, where dN is the
number of particles incident on a sphere of cross-sectional area da, Φ = dN/da. Its unit is
m−2. The energy fluence, Ψ, is the quotient of dR by da, where dR is the radiant energy

6



1.6. THE AIMS OF THIS WORK

incident on a sphere of cross-sectional area da, Ψ = dR/da. Its unit is J m−2.
The following quantity, collision kerma, is often used to calculate the absorbed dose at

a given point since, in case of charged particle equilibrium, the absorbed dose equals the
collision kerma, D = Kc (Attix, 1986). First we introduce the quantity kerma: the kerma,
K, is the quotient of dEtr by dm, where dEtr is the sum of the initial kinetic energies
of all the charged particles liberated by uncharged particles in a mass dm of material,
K = dEtr/dm. Its unit is J kg−1, the special name is gray (Gy). The collision kerma, Kc,
is the component of kerma, K, where the radiative-loss energy is excluded. It is usually
expressed as Kc = K(1 − g), where g is the average fraction of energy transferred to
electrons that is lost through bremsstrahlung.

It should also be noted that, in high energy physics, energy of particles is often given
in electronvolts, 1eV = 1.60217653(14)× 10−19J.

1.6 The aims of this work

The aim of our work was to develop a tool that could simulate projections in computed
tomography—a virtual tomograph—and use this tool to optimize CT scanner design and
image reconstruction algorithms. The work was divided into several projects:

• The development of the CTmod toolkit, see Paper IV.

• Evaluation of the effect of individual factors on the amount of scatter in a typical
CT geometry, see Paper I.

• Quantitative estimation of the effect of scatter on the quality of reconstructed images,
see Papers II and V.

• Automatic segmentation of imaged objects, see section 3.3.3.

• The development of a scatter correction algorithm, see section 3.2.

7



Chapter 2

Monte Carlo simulator: the CTmod
toolkit

2.1 Basic principles of Monte Carlo methods

A Monte Carlo method is a computational algorithm which relies on repeated random
sampling to compute its results. The name Monte Carlo was first used by physicists work-
ing on nuclear weapon projects in the Los Alamos National Laboratory in 1940 but the
method itself had been known long time ago. At present, Monte Carlo methods are used to
solve a wide spectrum of problems in various areas but here we concentrate on the problem
of radiation transport and, particularly, on the transport of photons so that we can cal-
culate scatter projections in diagnostic radiology. Medical physicists have long benefited
from the existence of general purpose Monte Carlo codes like EGS4, EGSnrc, ETRAN,
ITS, PENELOPE, MCNP, GEANT4, FLUKA and others, see for instance (Rogers, 2006;
Andreo, 1991). Specific needs in the field of medical imaging sparked the creation of spe-
cialized codes like SIMSET, SIMIND, SIMSPECT, MCMATV, PETSIM, and EIDOLON,
see for instance (Zaidi, 1999). The same very specific needs also inspired the creation of
the CTmod toolkit—the main subject of this chapter.

To calculate a scatter projection via the Monte Carlo method, we simulate a large
number of particle histories. Each history consists of a creation of a particle, a transport
of the particle through a geometry and, finally, the termination of the particle’s life. We
need a random number generator (RNG), a model of the particle transport, a model of
the geometry, and a list of quantities to score. First, we give a brief description of these
components in sections 2.1.1–2.1.5 and then, in section 2.2, we focus on the CTmod code.

2.1.1 Random number generators

True RNGs generate numbers that are truly random. These are seldom used in Monte
Carlo simulations since their sequences cannot be repeated should the need arise e.g. for
debugging purposes. Instead, practically all Monte Carlo codes use pseudo-RNGs that
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permit the repetition of the sequence. Because of this fact, we often omit the word “pseudo”
where there is no danger of a misunderstanding.

First widely used pseudo-RNGs were the linear congruential RNGs. They were fast
and simple but they suffered from relatively short periods and poor statistical properties
(Entacher, 1998). They are still contained in some system libraries but their use for
Monte Carlo simulations is not recommended. The development of high quality RNGs is
a science of its own and there is an extensive literature on this subject, see for instance
(Hellekalek, 2006). For a programmer, the easiest way is to use RNGs from specialized
scintific libraries, for instance GSL (FSF, 2008) or ROOT (CERN, 2008). Among others,
they contain the Mersenne Twister generator of Matsumoto and Nishimura (1998) with a
period of about 106000, the RANLUX algorithm based generator (Lüscher, 1994) with a
period of about 10171 and mathematically proven random properties, and the Tausworthe
generator of L’Ecuyer (1999) with a period of 1026. By default, the CTmod toolkit uses
the Mersenne Twister generator which is recommended by ROOT developers but the other
two mentioned RNGs can also be used.

2.1.2 Particle transport model

The selection of a proper particle transport model depends on the studied particles and ge-
ometry, and on the used variance reduction techniques, see for instance (Lux and Koblinger,
1991). In the following, we focus on the analog transport of photons in a 3D geometry but,
for the sake of completness, we mention several alternatives too.

The most common approach is that each particle history consists of a series of discrete
interactions that are precisely localized in space. The interactions are independent, i.e.
an interaction is not affected by previous ones and depends only on the current particle’s
state. The tracking in the geometry is performed as if the particle moved on line segments.
In case of photons and neutrons, a free path of the particle is sampled from an exponential
distribution. The particle is then moved to the new position and a new interaction is
sampled. If the particle crosses a boundary between two solids during this step, then the
particle is moved to the boundary and the free path is re-sampled. (Alternative methods
are mentioned later.) In case of electrons, this approach would result in the simulation
of a large number of soft collisions since the free path of an electron is, in general, much
shorter than the free path of a photon. Therefore this method is mostly used for low
energy electrons where high accuracy is needed, for instance in situations where interface
effects are studied, see e.g. (Chibani and Li, 2002). Otherwise the concept of a condensed
history is used (Berger, 1963). In this case, several soft interactions are combined into one
collision event. This must be implemented with great care: a lateral displacement during
each step must be taken into account and the transport close to solid boundaries must
be performed in a special way, see for instance the implemention in EGSnrc (Kawrakow,
2000) and PENELOPE (Baro et al., 1995).

An alternative aproach to the re-sampling of free path at the boundary of two materials
is to subtract the path already traveled in the first material from the original free path
and use the difference for the calculation of a new free path in the second material. This
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aproach is often used for particle tracking in voxel arrays since the re-sampling of the free
path in each voxel would be too time consuming. In this case, the common approach is to
treat voxels as homogenous objects and calculate the corresponding free paths accordingly,
see for instance the algorithm of Siddon (1985). Particle transport codes usually use this
straightforward approach but it should be mentioned that in CT, images reconstructed
from primary projections calculated using Siddon’s algorithm contain artefacts. For the
calculation of line integrals1, special interpolation methods, for instance KTG or Joseph’s
methods, are preferred (Danielsson and Magnusson Seger, 2004) but no implementation of
these methods in a particle transport code is known to the author.

A very different approach to particle tracking in a voxel array is used in the algorithm
described by Coleman (1968). In this case, the free path is sampled according to the
material with the largest linear attenuation coefficient in the geometry and accepted or
extended depending on the material in the new position. The amazing feature of this algo-
rithm is that it does not calculate contributions from voxels along the particle’s path and
therefore its implementation is easier than the implementation of the Siddon’s algorithm.
The Coleman’s algorithm is used for instance in the VOXMAN code (McVey et al., 2003).

Finally we note that CTmod re-samples the free path when a basic solid is entered and
re-uses the free path for particle tracking in a voxel array. The latter is done via a modified
version of the Siddon’s algorithm, see Paper IV for more details. The Coleman’s algorithm
is not used.

2.1.3 Geometry, sources, and detectors

Geometry can be constructed from simple solids using mathematical operations. This
approach is used in the MORSE code (Straker et al., 1970) under the name combinatorial
geometry. In computer-aided design and manufacturing (CAD/CAM), it is known as
constructive solid geometry (CSG) and some codes, for instance Geant4 (Agostinelli and
et al., 2003), can directly import files in the ISO STEP (ISO, 1994) format. A different
approach is to represent the geometry via a voxel array. This is often used to represent
complex geometries like anthropomorphic phantoms, see for instance the VOXMAN code.
Both approaches can be combined and voxel arrays can be parts of a CSG-like geometry,
see for instance (Wang et al., 1993). This approach is also used in CTmod, see Paper IV
for more details.

In diagnostic radiology, the most frequently used photon sources are X-ray tubes. These
are usually simulated as point or volume sources with a given angle-energy distribution of
emitted photons. Precise measurements of energy spectra are difficult and thus the most
common approach is to use tabulated data from (Cranley et al., 1997) or data calculated
using the algorithm by Birch and Marshall (1979). In CTmod, we also used spectra
of several CT scanners that were provided by manufacturers under the non-disclosure
agreement.

The most common approach is to approximate the response function of a detector

1In radiation physics, these line integrals are often referred to as the radiological or optical paths.
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element via a function depending on the energy of the impinging photon only. In section
2.2.2, we extend this concept by taking into account the incidence angle of the photon
and, in report (Malusek et al., 2007b), we propose a novel scoring scheme that takes into
account the cross talk between detector elements.

2.1.4 Scoring

CTmod may score fluence, energy fluence, plane fluence, plain energy fluence, air collision
kerma, and energy imparted per unit surface area of a detector element using the collision
density estimator variance reduction technique described in section 2.1.5. Calculation of
mean values and standard deviations of these quantities is described in (Malusek et al.,
2007d). Each quantity is stored in a histogram with equidistant bins that gives the distri-
bution of the scored quantity with respect to the energy of the contributing photon. This
feature is useful for instance for the simulation of the distribution of fluence with respect
to energy at selected points in a cylindrical PMMA phantom. These data may be used
to simulate the signal of ionization chambers that measure various CTDI parameters. For
CT projections, however, the spectral distribution of scored quantites is not of interest and
only one histogram bin is used.

CTmod also scores energy imparted to each solid by summing energy deposits from all
interactions in the solid. This quantity can also be calculated for each voxel of a voxel array
and CTmod can then report the average absorbed dose to each voxel or the effective dose
to an anthropomorphic phantom if corresponding tissue weighting factors were provided
by the user. Nevertheles it should be noted that CTmod is not designed for simulations of
absorbed dose distributions. For this purpose, specialized codes that use for instance ETL
estimators (Hedtjarn et al., 2002) of aborbed dose are recommended.

2.1.5 Variance reduction techniques

The purpose of variance reduction techniques is to speed up simulations by lowering the
variance of the scored quantity. CTmod uses source biasing, survival biasing combined with
the Russian roulette, and the collision density estimator also known as point detectors.
In source biasing, the original angular distribution of photons generated from an X-ray
source is modified, for instance photons that cannot hit the phantom are not emitted.
The statistical weight of remaining photons must be decreased accordingly so that mean
values of scored quantities are not changed. In survival biasing, a photoelectric event does
not result in the termination of the photon’s history. Instead, a scattering interaction is
simulated and the photon’s statistical weight is decreased. To prevent the transport of
a large number of photons that cannot significantly contribute to scored quantities, the
Roussian roulette is played: photons whose statistical weight drops below a certain limit
are either killed or their statistical weight is increased. The technique of the collision
density estimator is depicted in figure 2.1. To calculate a scatter projection, the history
of a photon is simulated and each point detector registers contributions corresponding to
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(a) point detectors

X−ray source

phantom

contributions
to point
detectors

(b) point detectors

scattering
incoherent

scattering
coherent

contributions
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trajectory
photon

effect
photoelectric
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Figure 2.1: (a) To calculate a primary projection, line integrals from the source to each
point detector are evaluated. (b) To calculate a scatter projection, the history of a photon
is simulated and each point detector registers contributions corresponding to line integrals
from every scattering interaction.

line integrals from every scattering interaction. Detailed description of these techniques is
in Paper IV.

A drawback of the collision density estimator is that interactions close to the point
detector may significantly affect the convergence speed of the scored quantity because
the contribution to a point detector is inversely proportinal to the square of the distance
between the interaction and the point detector. In CTmod, the workaround is to position
point detectors at least several centimeters from the phantom. Typically, this is not a
problem because there is an air gap between an imaged object and the detector array in
every CT. Moreover, should the problem arise, it is posible to replace point detectors with
DXTRAN spheres (Briesmeister, J. F. editor, 2000).

An alternative variance reduction technique to the collision density estimator is the
weight window—a combination of phase space splitting and Russian roulette, see for in-
stance (Briesmeister, J. F. editor, 2000). This technique splits photons entering preferred
parts of the geometry and kills those that leave these regions. As a result, more photons can
deposit their energy to active volumes of detector elements. This technique was considered
superior to the collision density estimator by some researchers (private communication).
CTmod does not implement it since, for general geometries, the setting of weight windows
is not quite straightforward.

Finally, we mention the technique of forced interactions in which the particle is forced
to interact in a certain volume. It is especially useful for thin objects that would be mostly
passed through by photons without any interaction. It is not implemented in CTmod but
the author believes that it could improve the convergence rate of scored quantities since it
could better cover the whole volume of the imaged object with interactions. In an analog
simulation, the highest concentration of inteactions is close to the entrance surface, see
figure 1.2.
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2.2 Physics

2.2.1 Photon interactions

In CTmod, simulated interactions are incoherent scattering, coherent scattering, and pho-
toelectric effect. The type of interaction is selected according to the ratio of the macroscopic
cross section of the intearaction and the total macroscopic cross section. This ratio depends
on photon energy, see figure 1.3. More information about cross sections is in section 2.2.3.

For incoherent scattering, the scattering angle is sampled from the differential cross
section dσincoh/dθ given as

dσincoh(E, θ)

dθ
=

dσKN(E, θ)

dθ
Sm(x), (2.1)

according to the algorithm described in Paper IV. In 2.1, E is the incident photon energy,
θ is the scattering angle, dσKN/dθ is the Klein-Nishina differential cross section, x =
E/(hc) sin(θ/2) is a parameter related to the momentum transfer of the interaction, h
is the Planck’s constant, c is the speed of light in vacuum, and Sm(x) is the scattering
function.

The scattering angle of coherent scattering is sampled from the differential cross section
dσcoh/dθ given as

dσcoh(E, θ)

dθ
=

dσTh(E, θ)

dθ
F 2

m(x), (2.2)

where dσTh/dθ is the Thompson’s differential cross section, Fm(x) is the form factor, and
x is the same parameter as in (2.1). The sampling algorithm is described in Paper IV.

The photoelectric effect results in an absorbed photon in the analog method. In the non-
analog method, the statistical weight of the photon is lowered, a coherent or an incoherent
scattering is simulated, and the transport of the photon continues; more information is in
Paper IV.

2.2.2 Detector response

In contemporary CT scanners, projection data are acquired via detector arrays or flat
panel imagers. These contain active volumes filled with scintillators that emit light when
irradiated by X-rays. The light is detected by photodiodes or other optical elements and
converted to electric signal. The physical processes are complex but it is reasonable to
assume that the electric signal intensity produced by a detector element is proportional to
the energy imparted to its active volume.

In the following three subsections we discuss how the energy imparted to active volumes
can be scored, how detector arrays consisting of repeated structures may be treated, and,
finally, we give several examples of detector response simulations.
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Design considerations

The detector response to a radiation field can be simulated in several ways. The most
straightforward approach is to include detector elements in the geometry and score energy
imparted to their active volumes. Once the geometry model is correctly implemented, any
general purpose MC code can perform the simulation. The major disadvantage of this
approach is low efficiency of the simulation. The probability that a photon is scattered
towards a detector element and imparts a certain amount of its energy to the active volume
is small unless large detectors are used; this may be the case in PET but it is not the case
in classical transmission CT scanners. A variance reduction technique based on setting
a higher preference to photons that can reach detector elements (e.g. weight window
generators combined with the Russian roulette) can significantly improve the efficiency
but its implementation is neither straightforward nor simple.

Another approach is to use point detectors that were described in section 2.1.5. The
estimated quantity may be a fluence, energy fluence or the energy imparted per unit area.
A modification of this technique was used by Sandborg et al. (1994): The artificial photon
was transported to the point detector and a full scale MC simulation was started. The
advantage of this technique was that the energy absorption efficiency function—which
would otherwise occupy a large amount of computer memory and would take long time to
calculate—was not used. The disadvantage was that the simulation of photon transport
in all detector elements took a noticeable amount of time.

We opted for pre-calculated energy absorption efficiency functions for two reasons:
(i) we used detector geometries where the function depended on the photon energy and
incidence angle only, and (ii) we repeated the simulations with the same function many
times.

Energy imparted to a single detector element

Consider an infinite detector array consisting of one layer of identical hexahedral elements,
see figure 2.2. Suppose the angle-energy distribution of photon fluence is known at the

(−1,−1) (−1, 0) (−1, 1)

(0,−1) (0, 0) (0, 1)

(1,−1) (1, 0) (1, 1)

(0,−1) (0, 0) (0, 1)

top view side view

Figure 2.2: Top and side views of an infinite detector array. Each detector element is
labeled with a two-dimensional index. Arrows indicate that the angle energy distribution
of fluence is known at the center of the entrance surface of each detector element.

center of the entrance surface of each detector element. The task is to estimate the energy
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imparted to a given detector element.
A straightforward approach would be to calculate the energy imparted to the given

detector element from a photon field obtained by interpolation from its known values at
the entrance surface of the detector array. But the corresponding Monte Carlo simulation
would be inefficient. In the following, we introduce an alternative method which is more
efficient but its application is limited to photon fields that are sufficiently uniform and to
detector arrays that have low cross talk between detector elements.

First, we expand the photon field from the single point (the center of the entrance
surface of the considered detector element) to the whole space outside the detector array,
see figure 2.3a. For more information about the concept of an expanded field see (ICRU,

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2.3: (a) The photon field, ΦΩ,E(Ω, E), at the center of the entrance surface of a
single detector element is expanded to the whole space. (b) The field ΦΩ,E(Ω, E) can be
simulated using a virtual surface source of photons that covers the entrance surface of the
detector array. (c) Energy imparted to a single detector element from a virtual source
covering the whole entrance surface is the same as the energy imparted to all detector
elements from a virtual surface source covering a single detector element.

1988). Note that any expanded field can be created by a superposition of wide parallel
beams with different directions of flight of photons. The detector response to this field can
be simulated using a virtual surface-source of photons covering the entrance surface of the
detector array, see figure 2.3b.

Lemma 1 : The energy imparted to a detector element D(0,0) by photons generated by
a surface-source covering the entrance surface of all detector elements equals the energy
imparted to all detector elements by photons generated by a surface-source covering the
entrance surface of the detector element D(0,0). The proof is based on the symmetry of
the repeated structure. The mean contribution of photons impinging on D(i,j) to the
energy imparted to D(0,0) equals the contribution of photons impinging on D(0,0) to the
energy imparted to D(−i,−j). Thus the sum of contributions from photons impinging on all
detector elements to the energy imparted to D(0,0) equals the sum of energies imparted to
individual detector elements by photons impinging on D(0,0).

Lemma 2 : Energy imparted to all detector elements by photons generated by a surface-
source covering the entrance surface of the detector element D(0,0) does not change when
the surface source is shifted horizontally. The proof is based on the one-to-one mapping
between regions A,B,C, and D in the shifted and original surface-source, see figure 2.4a.

We use the term reference area for the area according to which we sample impinging
photons, i.e. for the area where we know the angle-energy distribution of photon fluence
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Figure 2.4: (a) Top view of a detector array. Photons impinging on the area A impart the
same amount of energy into all detector elements as photons impinging on the area A′.
Similarly for areas B and C. (b) Side view of a detector array. Trajectories of photons
with the same direction of flight back-projected from the reference area A to the surface
of the detector array form a new reference area A′ there.

ΦΩ,E(Ω, E). So far, the reference area was the same as the entrance surface of the detector
element D(0,0). In Lemma 2, we showed that the reference area could be shifted horizontally.
In lemma 3, we show that it can be shifted vertically. In this case, the virtual source of
photons is still located on the surface of the detector array. Its angle-energy distribution of
generated photons is defined so that, in free space, the resulting angle-energy distribution
of photons at the reference area is the same as ΦΩ,E(Ω, E). In practice, the photons can be
generated at the reference area and their position can be back-projected to the entrance
surface, see figure 2.4b.

Lemma 3 : The energy imparted to all detector elements does not change when the
reference area is shifted vertically, see figure 2.4b. The proof consists of two steps. First,
consider a parallel beam of photons expanded over the reference area. To simulate such
field, we back-project positions of photons from the original reference area to a new one on
the detector’s surface. We know from lemma 2 that this new, horizontally shifted reference
area does not change the energy imparted to all detector elements. Second, a general field
expanded over the reference area can be considered as a superposition of parallel beams.
For each of the parallel beams, the statement is true. Since the energy imparted to all
detector elements is an additive function with respect to the decomposition to the parallel
beams, the statement is true for the general case too.

Lemmas 1–3 give us a recipe on how to calculate the energy imparted to a detector
element from a field expanded from the center of the entrance surface of a detector element
to the whole space: We select a reference area for the detector element. This reference
area serves as a virtual source of photons. If it is inside the detector element then we back-
project positions of photons on the detector array surface. We score the energy imparted
to all detector elements.

Examples

Simulations were performed using the MCNP4C code (Briesmeister, J. F. editor, 2000).
Three cases were studied, see table 2.1. In all cases, the active volume was a 3 mm thick
ceramic scintillator Y1.34Gd0.6Eu0.06O3 (Greskovich C. and Duclos S., 1997; van Eijk, 2002)
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Table 2.1: List of studied cases.

case detector array description

A an infinite slab (approximated with a cylinder)
B a hexahedral array of detector elements without a collimator
C a hexahedral array of detector elements with a collimator

also known as (Y,Gd)2O3:Eu with density of 5.92 g/cm3. In case A, the active volume of
the detector element was an infinite slab that was approximated with a large cylinder. In
case B, the active volume of the detector element was a 0.9 mm× 0.9 mm× 3 mm box. In

septaactive volume

top view side view

Figure 2.5: Case B: Top and side views of the 5 × 5 detector array without a collimator.
The size of one cell is 1 mm× 1 mm× 3 mm. The active volume (magenta, medium gray)
is 0.9 mm × 0.9 mm × 3 mm. Tantalum septa (blue, dark gray) is 0.1 mm thick. Indices
of surfaces defined in the MCNP input file are also shown.

case C, a collimator was placed in front of the detector array of case B and the number of
detector elements was increased. More information about the configuration is in (Malusek
et al., 2007b).

The resulting energy absorption efficiency function, f(E, ξ), and the corresponding rel-
ative errors are plotted in figures 2.8–2.10. They demonstrate the importance of a proper
model of the detector array for scatter projection calculations. For photons impinging
with the incidence angle of 0◦, the septa reduces f(E, ξ) approximately according to the
geometric efficiency which is 0.92/1.02 = 0.81. But for obliquely impinging photons (these
produce the scatter projection), f(E, ξ) increases in case A by the factor 93.2/91.2 = 1.02
and 95.6/91.2 = 1.05 for incidence angles of 30◦ and 60◦, respectively, and decreases by
52.4/70.3 = 0.75 and 47.1/70.3 = 0.67, respectively, for case B. For case C, the correspond-
ing values are 0.42/67.6 = 6.2× 10−3 and 0.0074/67.4 = 1.1× 10−4, respectively.
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active volume

septa

air

Figure 2.6: Case C: Side view of a subset of the 101×101 detector array with a collimator.
The size of one cell is 1 mm × 1 mm × 8 mm. The size of the active volume (magenta,
medium gray) is 0.9 mm× 0.9 mm× 3 mm. The 0.1 mm thick tantalum septa (blue, dark
gray) protrudes 5 mm in front of each detector element. The void space in the collimator
(green, light gray) is filled by air.

A 3 mm thick ceramic scintillator absorbs most of the impinging photons with energies
from 30 to 120 keV. Flat panel imagers, on the other hand, must use significantly thinner
layers to limit the lateral spread of the emitted light. In this case, the energy absorption
efficiency function may be significantly lower than 1, see figure 2.7.
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Figure 2.7: Energy absorption efficiency, f(E, ξ = 1), of an infinite 3 mm slab of
(Y,Gd)2O3:Eu (——), a detector element made of (Y,Gd)2O3:Eu and tantalum septa
(– – –), and 600 µm infinite slab of CsI:Tl (· · · · · ·) as a function of photon energy, E,
for perpendicularly impinging photons. Statistical error on the 95 % confidence level is
lower than 1 %.
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Figure 2.8: Case A: (a) The energy absorption efficiency function, f(E, ξ), of an infinite
slab as a function of the incident photon energy, E, and the cosine of the incident angle,
ξ. (b) The corresponding relative error for the coverage factor k = 3. Note the different
orientation of axes.
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Figure 2.9: Case B: (a) The energy absorption efficiency function, f(E, ξ), of the detector
array with a collimator as a function of the incident photon energy, E, and the cosine of
the incident angle, ξ. (b) The corresponding relative error for the coverage factor k = 3.
Note the different orientation of axes.
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Figure 2.10: Case C: (a) The energy absorption efficiency function, f(E, ξ), of the detector
array without a collimator as a function of the incident photon energy, E, and the cosine
of the incident angle, ξ. Note the different orientation of axes and the log scale. (b) The
corresponding relative error for the coverage factor k = 3.
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Electron transport

CTmod does not simulate electron transport. Electrons liberated in photoelectric effect
and incoherent scattering are deposited at the same spot where they are liberated. This
approximation is quite reasonable for the calculation of X-ray projections but it may be
inadequate for the simulation of a detector response. The CSDA range of 100 keV electrons
in silicon is about 1.822 × 10−2 g/cm2 (Attix, 1986) and thus electron transport related
effects may appear in small detector elements. To evaluate them, simulations described in
section 2.2.2 were performed with (mode p e) and without (mode p) electron transport.
The energy absorption efficiency function, f(E, ξ), for photons with energy E = 100 keV
impinging with incidence angles of 0◦, 30◦, and 60◦ for cases A, B, and C is in table 2.2. The

Table 2.2: The energy absorption efficiency function, f(E, ξ), for the energy of the im-
pinging photon E = 100 keV and incidence angles of 0◦, 30◦, or 60◦. Modes “p” and “e”
correspond to photon and electron transport, respectively. All values are multiplied by
100, the coverage factor is k = 1.

case mode incidence angle

0◦ 30◦ 60◦

A p 91.17± 0.03 93.16± 0.02 95.67± 0.02
A p e 91.16± 0.03 93.16± 0.02 95.59± 0.02
B p 70.22± 0.04 52.37± 0.05 47.19± 0.06
B p e 70.29± 0.04 52.43± 0.05 47.11± 0.06
C p 67.63± 0.01 0.411± 0.002 0.0073± 0.0002
C p e 67.64± 0.01 0.416± 0.002 0.0074± 0.0002

additional transport of electrons slowed the simulation down by a factor of more than 100
(Malusek et al., 2007b) but it changed the results only little, by less than approximately
1%. It indicates that the calculation of f(E, ξ) for active volumes with sizes about 1 mm×
1 mm× 3 mm or larger can be performed using the photon transport only. Differences in
f(E, ξ) between “p” end “p e” modes were most notable for large incidence angles. In this
configuration, electrons are released close to the surface of the active volume and thus have
a higher chance of escaping. For cases B and C, the increase of f(E, ξ) for small incidence
angles and “p e” mode of transport can be explained by the production of electrons in the
tantalum septa (Z = 73) by the photoelectric effect. These electrons can be transported
to the active volume and deposit their energy there.
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2.2.3 Cross section data

Cross section data are typically prepared via the AmEpdl97 class library that is a part of
CTmod. AmEpdl97 uses the EPDL97 data library (Cullen et al., 1997). The user may
also use cross section data from XCOM (Berger et al., 2007) or experimental form factors
from literature, for instance from (Peplow and Verghese, 1998). For each material, the user
supplies a file with incoherent scattering, coherent scattering, and photoelectric effect cross
sections for a list of photon energies covering the range from 1 to 200 keV. The user may
also supply a file with incoherent scattering functions Sm(x) and a file with form factors
Fm(x) for a suitable list of values of the parameter x, see (2.1).

The EPDL97 data library contains a complete set of data for all elements with atomic
numbers between 1 and 100. Cross sections in the energy range from 1 keV to 1 MeV are
in figure 2.11. Incoherent scattering functions and form factors are in figure 2.12.

2.3 Implementation

The CTmod toolkit is implemented as a C++ class library based on the CERN’s appli-
cation framework ROOT. It contains over 60 classes and about 25 000 lines of code from
which about 8 000 are comments. Another 14 000 lines of code are in files used for testing.
The library can be linked with a user code to create an executable file; MC runs are usually
prepared this way. Alternatively, the library can be linked with an interactive ROOT ses-
sion; this method is usually used to visualize the geometry and to process data calculated
in the MC run.

Most of the classes in CTmod can be divided into three categories: object, setup, and
manager classes. An object class represents a real world object like a photon or a cylinder.
A setup class contains or references one or more objects; for instance the TomographSetup
class references all objects that are parts of a CT scanner: a source, a phantom geometry,
and a detector array. A manager class controls the program flow; it generates photons
from the source, transports them through the geometry, and calls scoring routines. The
distinction between these three categories is not always clear and some classes, e.g. random
number generators, do not fall into any of them.

2.4 Applications

CTmod was used to calculate primary and scatter projections in CT, see section 2.4.1,
and to calculate projections including scatter in planar radiography, see section 2.4.2. It
was also used to interactively analyze event data generated in MC simulations, see section
2.4.3.
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Figure 2.11: Atomic cross sections for incoherent scattering (a), coherent scattering (b),
and photoelectric effect (c) as functions of photon energy, E, from 1 keV to 1 MeV. The
atomic number, Z, ranges from 1 to 100. Data were taken from the EPDL97 data library,
1 barn = 10−28 m2.
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Figure 2.12: Form factors (a) and incoherent scattering functions (b) as functions of the
parameter x = E/(hc) sin(θ/2) (see the text). Note that Fm(x) and Sm(x) approach Z for
large and small values of x, respectively. Owing to the log scale on the x-axis, the range
does not start at x = 0 cm−1. Linear extrapolation in the log-log scale can be used. Data
were taken from the EPDL97 data library.
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2.4.1 Projections in CT

CTmod calculations are typically performed in a simplified geometry consisting of a point
source, a phantom, and a detector array, see figure 2.18. In the following example that was
taken from (Malusek et al., 2007d), the geometry consisted of a water cylinder with the
diameter of 160 mm and height 250 mm and 128 point detectors. The energy absorption
efficiency function of a 3 mm slab of the ceramic scintillator (Y,Gd)2O3 calculated using
MCNP4C was used. Figure 2.13 shows the estimate of the mean energy imparted per unit
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Figure 2.13: Profiles of the mean energy imparted per unit area of a a detector element
for (a) primary, (b) scatter, and (c) scatter to primary ratio for 30 keV (——), 60 keV
(- - - -), and 120 keV (· · · · · ·) photons. Each quantity is plotted as a function of the
point detector index i. Statistical error on the 95 % confidence level was less than 1%.

area to a detector element i by primary, Ip, and scattered, Is, photons. The scatter to
primary ratio Rsp = Is/Ip is also plotted. Values correspond to one photon emitted from
the source into the solid angle of 4π sr. Note that the amount of scatter strongly depends
on the initial photon energy. Other examples of projections calculated using CTmod are
in sections 2.5.2 and 4.2.

2.4.2 Projections in planar radiography

Irradiation geometries in planar radiography are similar to those in CT and CTmod can
handle them too. The main difference is that there are no rotating parts there and thus
the setup does not have to be as compact as in CT and air gaps can be used to reduce the
amount of scatter. Also, data acquisition can be slower an thus the amount of scatter can
further be reduced by moving anti-scatter grids. In the following example, a radiograph
of the Alderson anthropomorphic chest phantom was calculated to test the quality of
the automatic threshold segmentation method, see section 3.3.3. The projection was
calculated for the tube voltage of 141 kV and BaFBrI screen with surface density of 100
mg/cm2. Primary projection was calculated for the matrix of 1760 × 1760 points. For
scatter projection, bilinear interpolation was used to interpolate between the grid of 64×64
points. More information about the setup is in (Ullman et al., 2006). Figure 2.14a shows
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.14: Calculated (a) and measured (b) radiograph of the anthropomorphic Alderson
chest phantom. Differences in intensities are mostly due to inaccuracies in the segmentation
of the phantom.

a radiograph calculated using CTmod and a radiograph produced by the Fuji FCR 9501
CR Thorax system. Higher intensities of bone structures in the calculated image indicate
that the bone density was slightly overestimated by the segmentation process though the
difference may also be affected by non-matching intensity scales in the two images.

2.4.3 Interactive data processing

The CTmod library can be linked with an interactive ROOT session and used for visu-
alization of the geometry, and for interactive post-processing of data. Figure 2.15 shows
a geometry consisting of a point source, a cylindrical phantom containing four cylindrical
rods, and a cylindrical point detector array with 32× 8 detector elements. The figure can
be rotated and zoomed via tools available in ROOT. The content of a voxel array can be
inspected by plotting individual slices, see figure 3.2.

An example of interactive data processing using CTmod is in figure 1.4. The left
column contains parallel projections of the VOXMAN phantom using 120 kV spectra.
Scatter diagrams were filled with events recorded during a Monte Carlo run.

2.5 Verification and Validation

Verification is a process of determining whether or not the software is coded correctly and
conforms to the specified requirements. Validation is a process of evaluating software to
ensure compliance with physical applicability to the process being modeled. Validation
of a code would consist of comparing it with known analytical solutions or against an
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Figure 2.15: A typical CTmod geometry: a point source, a cylindrical phantom containing
four rods, and a cylindrical point detector array with 32×8 detector elements. Color coded
axes of local coordinate systems of each object are also plotted (red, green, and blue colors
stand for x-, y-, and z-axes, respectively). Circles surrounding the image are the main
circles of the sphere defining the geometry universe.

already validated computer code, or could include benchmarking the code against relevant
experimental data (Petti and Haire, 1994; Topilsky and et al., 1998).

Verification of important CTmod classes was performed via (i) test runs whose results
were compared with results obtained by other methods, (ii) inspection of the source code,
and (iii) formal derivation of used formulas (Malusek et al., 2007c). Being a toolkit,
CTmod cannot be validated as a computer program. Instead, each program based on this
toolkit must be validated separately. Two user codes were created and tested: ctmod1
and ctmod2. Section 2.5.1 discusses the validation of ctmod1 that was used to calculate
scatter-to-primary ratios of air collision kerma behind a PMMA box. Section 2.5.1 then
compares primary and scatter projections of cylindrical water phantoms calculated using
ctmod2 to data calculated using MCNP5.

2.5.1 The amount of scatter behind a PMMA box

The experimental setup consisted of an X-ray tube, a phantom, and a detector, see fig-
ure 2.16 and the original article by Siewerdsen and Jaffray (2001). The X-ray tube was
approximated with a point source emitting photons with an energy spectrum calculated
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side view top view

Figure 2.16: Schematic illustration of the experimental setup. The fan angle was φfan =
14.1◦, the cone angle, φcone, was varied from about 0.5◦ to 6◦. The width, W , height, H,
and thickness T of the PMMA box are in table 2.3.

using the algorithm by Birch and Marshall (1979) for a tungsten anode, 120 kV, 16◦ anode
angle, and 0.5 mm total filtration of Cu. Because of the uncertainty in the width and
height of the PMMA phantom in (Siewerdsen and Jaffray, 2001) (private communication),
two cases named A and B were simulated, see table 2.3. Their dimensions were derived

Table 2.3: The width, W , height, H, and thickness, T , of the PMMA phantom for cases
A and B.

case W H T

cm cm cm

A 40 35 5, 10, 18, 30
B 50 40 5, 10, 18, 30

from the limiting cases and thus simulated data for true dimensions should lie between
data for cases A and B. The detector scored air collision kerma. For more information
about the setup, see (Malusek et al., 2007e).

Experimental and simulated scatter-to-primary-ratios, RSP, of air collision kerma at
the detector position are in table 2.4. For now, of special interest is the comparison be-
tween experimental values and values calculated using ctmod1 with molecular form factors
since these should be more realistic than values calculated using atomic form factors. Cor-
responding data are plotted in figure 2.17. The figure indicates that there was a good
agreement for the phantom thickness of 18 cm and cone angles φcone > 2◦ but for most
other data, the relative difference was large. For instance the relative difference was larger
than 150% for the phantom thickness of 5 cm and cone angles less than 1◦. These differ-
ences were statistically significant, see (Malusek et al., 2007e) for corresponding p-values.
It is evident that something was wrong with our computational model (improper X-ray
spectrum, oversimplified geometry, incorrect material data, etc.) or with the experimental
data that could have been affected by factors that were not taken into account (extra-focal
radiation from the X-ray tube, scatter from collimators or walls, impurities in PMMA,
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Figure 2.17: Experimental (markers) and simulated (curves) scatter-to-primary-ratios,
RSP, for exposure and air collision kerma, respectively. Phantom thickness 5 cm (◦, ——),
10 cm (¤, - - - -), 18 cm (4, · · · · · ·), and 30 cm (♦, — · —). Tube voltage 120 kV,
anode angle 16◦, and total filtration 0.5 mm Cu. Error bars denote statistical uncertainty
of 1 standard deviation. Arrows on the right side of the figure associate curves with cor-
responding markers. Only curves for the case A are plotted; the difference between curves
for cases A and B was small.

etc.). The cause of the discrepancy was not found.

To check that algorithms were implemented correctly in ctmod1, results calculated using
ctmod1 were compared to results calculated using MCNP5. MCNP5 does not use molecular
form factors and thus atomic form factors were used for ctmod1. The relative difference in
air collision kerma of primary photons, Kp

c,air, was less than 0.1% for all cases and was most
likely caused by approximations used in the numerical integration. The difference in air
collision kerma of scattered photons, Ks

c,air, was not statistically significant, see (Malusek
et al., 2007e) for more information.

2.5.2 Primary and scatter projections of water cylinders

CT projections were calculated in a simplified scanner geometry, see figure 2.18, using
the ctmod2 and MCNP5 codes. The geometry consisted of a point source, a cylindrical
phantom and an array of point detectors. The point source emitted monoenergetic photons
with energies of 30, 60, 90, and 120 keV, respectively. In ctmod2, the photons were emitted
to a cylindrical fan beam with the source-detector distance R = 1000 mm, beam width
w = 200 mm, and beam length l = 700 mm. MCNP5 does not provide a source like
this by default and thus, as a workaround, photons were emitted from the point source
isotropically and the beam was shaped by a pair of fully absorbing cylindrical collimators,
see (Malusek et al., 2007e) for more information.
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Figure 2.18: Schematic view of the CT scanner geometry: the source-detector distance
R = 1000 mm, the source-axis distance h = 700 mm, the beam width 200 mm, and the
beam length l = 900 mm. The length l is measured on a circle whose axis is parallel to
the rotation axis and crosses the point source.

Profiles of primary projections in figure 2.19 show that there was a good agreement
between energy fluence of primary photons calculated using ctmod2 and MCNP5. Relative
differences were smaller than 0.5%. They were most likely due to different interpolation
of the linear attenuation coefficient; ctmod2 used a lin-lin interpolation in a dense grid of
points whilst MCNP5 used a log-log interpolation in a coarser grid.

To demonstrate how small changes in cross section data can affect calculated projec-
tions, we also include results obtained with cross section data taken from the DLC-200
library that is used in e.g. MCNP4C (Briesmeister, J. F. editor, 2000), see the dotted
curve in figure 2.19. For more information about the difference between DLC-200 and
XCOM/NIST tabulations, see (Demarco et al., 2002). Note that MCNP5 uses the EPDL97
data library (Cullen et al., 1997) which is also used in CTmod. The fractional increase of

Table 2.5: Comparison of coherent, ΣCo, incoherent, ΣIn, photoelectric, ΣPh, and total,
Σtot, macroscopic cross sections in the XCOM, EPDL97, and DLC-200 data libraries for
30 keV photons. The density of water was ρ = 1 g/cm3.

library ΣCo/ρ ΣIn/ρ ΣPh/ρ Σtot

cm2 g−1 cm2 g−1 cm2 g−1 cm−1

XCOM 4.69× 10−2 1.83× 10−1 1.46× 10−1 0.3759
EPDL97 4.693235× 10−2 1.830623× 10−1 1.457067× 10−1 0.375701
DLC-200 4.677073× 10−2 1.828689× 10−1 1.310766× 10−1 0.360716

4% in the linear attenuation coefficient for 30 keV photons in water and the DLC-200 data
library compared to the EPDL97 data library (see table 2.5) caused the fractional increase
of 38% in the energy fluence behind the water cylinder with the radius of 32 cm.

Profiles of scatter projections in figure 2.20 show that the agreement between energy
fluence of scattered photons calculated using ctmod2 and MCNP5 was good. Large relative
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Figure 2.19: Primary projection profiles of water cylinders with radii of 8 cm (case A) and
16 cm (case B). Energy fluence of primary photons, Ψp, is plotted as a function of detector
index for initial photon energies of 30, 60, 90, and 120 keV. Data were calculated using
MCNP5 (◦), ctmod2 with EPDL97 cross sections (——), and ctmod2 with MCNP4C cross
sections (· · · · · ·).
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Figure 2.20: Scatter projection profiles of water cylinders with radii of 8 cm (case A)
and 16 cm (case B). Energy fluence of scattered photons, Ψs, is plotted as a function of
detector index for initial photon energies of 30, 60, 90, and 120 keV. Data were calculated
using MCNP5 (◦), ctmod2 with atomic form factors (——), ctmod2 with molecular form
factors (· · · · · ·), and ctmod2 with coherent scattering approximated with the Thompson
cross sections (– – –).
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2.5. VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION

differences for points with indices i = 5, 6, 10, 28, 29, 30 are discussed in (Malusek et al.,
2007e) and can be explained as statistical fluctuations.

Figure 2.20 also contains profiles of projections calculated using ctmod2 with molecular
form factors and ctmod2 with the angular distribution of coherently scattered photons
given by the Thompson cross section. For low energy photons (up to 30 keV), molecular
form factors modified the scatter projection profiles in the vicinity of edges of the water
cylinder when compared to the atomic form factors. For high energy photons, the fraction
of coherently scattered photons decreased and the momentum transfer parameter x—which
is explained in connection to (2.1)—increased. As a result, the difference in scatter profiles
due to differences between molecular and atomic form factors became less pronounced.
The Thompson cross section, on the other hand, had a significant effect on the shape of
the scatter profile even for initial photon energies up to 120 keV.
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CHAPTER 2. MONTE CARLO SIMULATOR: THE CTMOD TOOLKIT

Table 2.6: Energy fluence of primary, Ψp, and scattered, Ψs, photons at positions of detector
elements calculated using ctmod2 with atomic form factors and MCNP5 codes for case A.
The index i identifies combinations of the initial photon energy, E, and detector index, iy.

ctmod2 MCNP5

i E iy Ψp Ψs Ψp Ψs

keV keV/cm2 keV/cm2 keV/cm2 keV/cm2

1 30 5 2.387e-04 7.174e-07±2.3e-09 2.387e-04 7.170e-07±0.0e+00
2 30 10 2.387e-04 8.058e-07±2.9e-09 2.387e-04 8.060e-07±0.0e+00
3 30 15 2.387e-04 8.846e-07±3.5e-09 2.387e-04 8.870e-07±0.0e+00
4 30 20 2.387e-04 1.084e-06±6.0e-09 2.387e-04 1.085e-06±0.0e+00
5 30 25 2.864e-05 1.405e-06±1.2e-08 2.864e-05 1.381e-06±1.2e-08
6 30 30 7.905e-07 8.887e-07±6.2e-09 7.906e-07 8.686e-07±6.6e-09

7 60 5 4.775e-04 4.811e-06±9.8e-09 4.775e-04 4.794e-06±0.0e+00
8 60 10 4.775e-04 5.921e-06±1.2e-08 4.775e-04 5.906e-06±0.0e+00
9 60 15 4.775e-04 7.156e-06±1.5e-08 4.775e-04 7.134e-06±0.0e+00

10 60 20 4.775e-04 8.425e-06±2.0e-08 4.775e-04 8.367e-06±0.0e+00
11 60 25 1.495e-04 1.134e-05±5.5e-08 1.495e-04 1.131e-05±6.4e-08
12 60 30 2.094e-05 1.121e-05±4.1e-08 2.095e-05 1.120e-05±4.8e-08

13 90 5 7.162e-04 8.430e-06±1.7e-08 7.162e-04 8.404e-06±0.0e+00
14 90 10 7.162e-04 1.056e-05±2.0e-08 7.162e-04 1.055e-05±0.0e+00
15 90 15 7.162e-04 1.311e-05±2.4e-08 7.162e-04 1.312e-05±0.0e+00
16 90 20 7.162e-04 1.582e-05±3.3e-08 7.162e-04 1.582e-05±7.3e-08
17 90 25 2.648e-04 2.005e-05±9.4e-08 2.648e-04 2.005e-05±1.1e-07
18 90 30 4.913e-05 2.092e-05±7.5e-08 4.914e-05 2.098e-05±1.1e-07

19 120 5 9.549e-04 1.151e-05±2.0e-08 9.549e-04 1.148e-05±0.0e+00
20 120 10 9.549e-04 1.472e-05±2.7e-08 9.549e-04 1.467e-05±0.0e+00
21 120 15 9.549e-04 1.858e-05±3.3e-08 9.549e-04 1.854e-05±0.0e+00
22 120 20 9.549e-04 2.284e-05±4.0e-08 9.549e-04 2.276e-05±9.8e-08
23 120 25 3.845e-04 2.865e-05±1.5e-07 3.845e-04 2.823e-05±1.7e-07
24 120 30 8.245e-05 3.034e-05±1.2e-07 8.246e-05 3.043e-05±1.5e-07
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Chapter 3

Computed tomography

3.1 Basic principles

Computed tomography is an imaging method that is used to visualize the internals of an
object from a large number of X-ray projections via mathematical procedures which are
known as tomographic reconstructions. There is a vast amount of literature dedicated to
this intensively evolving field. For the description of its fundamentals, system technology,
image quality, and applications we refer the reader to books by Kalender (2005) and Hsieh
(2003). The history of CT is covered by Webb (1990) and Kalender (2006) . Mathematical
principles of tomographic reconstruction are descibed for instance in books by Kak and
Slaney (1987) and Natterer (1986). For a recent review of image reconstruction methods,
see (Defrise and Gullberg, 2006).

Here, we restrict the description to areas that we encountered in our work. The concepts
are simplified to limit the extensive use of mathematics which is otherwise crucial in this
field. Two-dimensional (2D) parallel projections are described in section 3.1.1. These are
used in section 3.1.2 to derive a formula for the filtered back-projection. The derivation for
fan-beam projections is more complicated and thus we only present the resulting formula
and point out similarities between the two cases. In section 3.1.3, we point out that the
quality of the reconstructed image is affected by the choice of the convolution kernel.
Scatter correction methods are discussed in section 3.2. They are closely related to the
problem of automatic tissue classification, this subject is discussed in section 3.3.

3.1.1 2D parallel projection

Consider a wide parallel beam of photons that impinges on a phantom and is detected
by a set of detector elements arranged on a line, see figure 3.1a. The problem can be
easily treated via two parameters: the angle φ perpendicular to the ray’s direction, and
the distance, r, between the ray and the origin. The set of points (x, y) forming each ray
satisfies the analytical equation

x cos φ + y sin φ = r (3.1)
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Figure 3.1: (a) parallel beam projection (b) fan beam projection

The parallel projection, p, of the object function, f , is then given as

p(r, φ) =

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞
f(x, y)δ(x cos φ + y sin φ− r) dxdy (3.2)

where δ is the Dirac’s delta function. The transformation of f(x, y) to p(r, φ) defined in
3.2 is called the Radon transform.

3.1.2 Filtered back-projection

The derivation of the filtered back-projection formula is easily performed using the math-
ematical properties of the Fourier transform. Let g(r) be a real function defined for r ∈ R.
Its Fourier transform, G(R), is defined as

G(R) = Fr{g(r)} =

∫ ∞

−∞
g(r)e−2πirR dr. (3.3)

The inverse transform is then

g(r) = F−1
r {G(R)} =

∫ ∞

−∞
G(R)e2πiRr dR. (3.4)

Similar formulas can be written for multidimensional Fourier transforms, for instance the
2D Fourier transform is defined as

G(X, Y ) = Fx,y{g(x, y)} =

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞
g(x, y)e−2πi(Xx+Y y) dxdy. (3.5)

The following derivation of the image reconstruction formula is based on Kalender
(2005). The Fourier transform P of the projection data p given by (3.2) with respect to r
is

P (R, φ) = Fr{p(r, φ)} =

∫ ∞

−∞
p(r, φ)e−2πiRr dr (3.6)

=

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞
f(x, y)e−2πiR(x cos φ+y sin φ) dxdy (3.7)
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Comparing right sides of (3.5) and (3.7) we see that the latter is the 2D Fourier transform
of f(x, y) at the point (R cos φ,R sin φ):

F (R cos φ,R sin φ) = P (R, φ) (3.8)

Equation (3.8) is known as the Fourier slice theorem. The function f(x, y) can be obtained
directly via an inverse 2D Fourier transform but this procedure must be performed with
extreme care, see (Kalender, 2005) for more details. In the following, we only focus on
the derivation of the numerically stable algorithm of the filtered back-projection. First,
the inverse Fourier transform of (3.8) with respect to x and y is re-written with respect to
X = R cos φ and Y = R sin φ. The Jacobian determinant of this transform is R and thus
dX dY = R dR dφ. The object function f(x, y) can then be written as

f(x, y) = F−1
x,y{F (X, Y )} =

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞
P (R, φ)e2πi(xX+yY ) dXdY (3.9)

=

∫ π

0

[∫ ∞

−∞
|R|P (R, φ)e2πiRr dR

]
dφ. (3.10)

In (3.10), we used xX + yY = xR cos φ + yR sin φ = Rr, where r = x cos φ + y sin φ.
Equation (3.10) gives us the recipe on how to perform image reconstruction. The

algorithm (Kak and Slaney, 1987; Magnusson, 2008) consists of four steps. First, take
projections p(r, φ). Second, define the so-called ramp-filter in the Fourier domain as
H(R) = |R|. Third, perform ramp-filtering by calculating Q(R, φ) = Fr{p(r, φ)}H(R)
and q(r, φ) = F−1

r {Q(R, φ)}. Fourth, perform back-projection

f̂(x, y) =

∫ π

0

q(x cos φ + y sin φ, φ) dφ (3.11)

The derivation of the formula for a fan beam is more complicated and is not presented
here. Nevertheless the image reconstruction algorithm shares many similarities with the
one for parallel beams and thus we mention it here. First, take projections p(γ, θ). See
figure 3.1b for the definition of angles γ and θ and the distance L. Second, perform pre-
weighting by calculating p̃(γ, θ) = p̃(γ, θ)R cos γ. Third, calculate the ramp-filter in the
Fourier domain as K(Γ) = Fγ{k(γ)}, where k(γ) = h(γ)(γ/ sin γ)2 and h(γ) = F−1{|Γ|}.
Fourth, perform ramp-filtering by calculating Q̃(Γ, θ) = Fγ{p̃(γ, θ)}K(Γ) and q̃(γ, θ) =
F−1

γ {Q̃(Γ, θ)}. Fifth, perform back-projection

f̂(x, y) =
1

2

∫ 2π

0

1

L(x, y, θ)2
q̃(γ(x, y, θ), θ) dθ (3.12)

In practice, sampled data are used. Then (i) the rampfilter K(Γ) must be band-limited
and its sampling must be performed in the signal domain, and (ii) the continuous Fourier
transforms are replaced by Fast Fourier transforms. A version of this algorithm was used
to perform image reconstruction in Papers III and V.
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3.1.3 Convolution kernel

To explain the concept of the convolution kernel, we introduce the convolution first. Let
g1(r) and g2(r) be two real functions defined for r ∈ R. Their convolution (g1 ⊗ g2)(r) is
defined as

(g1 ⊗ g2)(r) =

∫ ∞

−∞
g1(t)g2(r − t) dt (3.13)

It can be shown that a Fourier transform of a convolution of functions g1(r) and g2(r)
equals the product of their Fourier transforms G1(R) and G2(R):

Fr{(g1 ⊗ g2)(r)} = Fr{(g1(r)}Fr{(g2(r)} = G1(R)G2(R) (3.14)

In (3.10), G1(R) = |R| and G2(R) = P (R, φ). The equation can therefore be written
as

f(x, y) =

∫ π

0

p(r, φ)⊗ k(r) dφ, (3.15)

where r = x cos φ + y sin φ and

k(r) =

∫ ∞

−∞
|R|e2πiRr dR =

−1

2π2r2
(3.16)

is the so called reconstruction kernel. In practice, the ideal ramp filter H(R) = |R| is band-
limited owing to the finite size of detector elements and convolution kernels are constructed
accordingly.

Finally, we note that the concept of the modulation transfer function (MTF), see for
instance (Barrett and Myers, 2004), can be applied here. The total MTF of a CT scanner
can be written as a product of three factors (Magnusson, 2008)

M(R) = MK(R) Ma(R) Mm(R), (3.17)

where MK(R) includes the effect of the reconstruction kernel, Ma(R) includes other influ-
ence from the reconstruction algorithm such as interpolation during back-projection and
re-binning, and Mm(R) includes influence from the measurement system such as detector
element size and focal spot size. The last two factors result in a smoothing effect. The
MTF of the kernel, MK(R), is

MK(R) =
const

|R| K(R), (3.18)

where K(R) = Fr{k(r)} is the reconstruction kernel. This factor includes the influence
from everything in the kernel except from the pure ramp |R| which is essential in the
reconstruction formula.

Equation (3.18) clarifies the connection between the level of smoothing or edge enhance-
ment in a reconstructed image and the used convolution kernel. We performed a series
of measurements on the Siemens SOMATOM Definition CT scanner to determine which
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convolution kernel is the best for the task of an automatic voxel segmentation. In general,
no specific kernel could be selected as the best one but some convolution kernels, e.g. H10s
and H31s1, noticeably shifted the mean value of the linear attenuation coefficient. For the
segmentation task, these kernels should be avoided.

3.2 Scatter correction

The development of a scatter correction algorithm was one of the goals of our work but,
at the end, we have not succeeded to finish it. Nevertheless it is useful to compare our
approach with the ones used by other researchers.

As described by Rinkel et al. (2007), methods reducing the effect of scatter can be
divided into two basic categories: pre-processing schemes that prevent the scatter to reach
the detector, and post-processing schemes that estimate the amount of scatter from ac-
quisition data. A review of these techniques was given by Maher and Malone (1997), the
effect of individual factors on the amount of scatter is also discussed in section 4.2. Here,
we only list concepts that have recently been used in cone beam CT.

Zhu et al. (2006) presented a scatter correction method based on primary modulation.
The modulator consisted of an array of semitransparent blockers and was inserted between
the X-ray tube and the imaged object. The scatter component was extracted from projec-
tions under the assumption that it is a slowly varying function in the detector plain. For
a humanoid phantom, this method reduced the relative mean square error of the recon-
structed image in the central region of interest from 74.2% to below 1%. Scatter correction
method by Rinkel et al. (2007) used an array of beam stoppers placed between the X-ray
tube and the imaged object. It used scatter calibration through off-line acquisition com-
bined with on-line analytical transformation to adapt calibration to the observed object.
References to other studies using the beam modulation can be found in the two papers
mentioned above, but for us, the most attractive methods were the ones where scatter
correction was performed via software simulation.

Kyriakou et al. (2006) presented a method where the amount of scatter was estimated
via deterministic and Monte Carlo calculations. He did not present a scatter correction
algorithm but his method could estimate the amount of scatter in one projection in about
30–40 s and so it could be used in any appropriate iterative reconstruction algorithm. Zbi-
jewski and Beekman (2006) presented a scatter correction method for a micro-CT based on
the iterative statistical reconstruction algorithm SR-POLY by Elbakri and Fessler (2002).
In the Zbijevski’s method, only a small number of photon histories was simulated to obtain
each scatter projection. It resulted in very noisy projection data that were then smoothed
using Gaussian filters. The method worked well for small objects (rats) but it has not
been tested with human-size phantoms. Bertram et al. (2005) from Phillips evaluated sev-
eral different schemes for scatter correction via Monte Carlo simulations. They performed
scatter simulations of a voxelized human head and showed that a single constant value for

1See (Siemens, 2007) for the description of these head kernels
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the scatter can noticeably decrease the root-mean-square deviation; higher accuracy can
be achieved with low-order polynomials approximating the scatter shape.

We aimed for an iterative reconstruction algorithm where an analytical method, for
instance the filtered back-projection, was used for the first estimate of the reconstructed
image. An automatic tissue classification scheme would be used to voxelize the imaged
object. Scatter projections would be calculated using the Monte Carlo method. These
would be used to correct the voxelization of the imaged object. These steps would be
repeated in several iterations. Our method would use concepts contained in (Zbijewski
and Beekman, 2006)—iterative reconstruction algorithm—but the Monte Carlo simulation
would be performed more similar to (Bertram et al., 2005). The problem of voxelization
is mentioned in the following section.

3.3 Voxel classification

There are several experimental methods for determination of the composition of the hu-
man body, see (Mattsson and Thomas, 2006). Of special interest for an iterative image
reconstruction algorithm are methods that perform tissue classification automatically. For
anthropomorphic phantoms, we used threshold segmentation described in section 3.3.3.
But first we introduce the concept of a voxel phantom and its representation in sections
3.3.1 and 3.3.2, respectively.

3.3.1 Voxel phantoms

Voxel phantoms are represented via arrays of voxels (volume elements). Figure 3.2 shows a
sagittal slice of a voxel phantom that was obtained by manual segmentation of a full body
scan of a young man by I. G. Zubal from Yale University. The phantom was later modified
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Figure 3.2: Central sagittal slice of the VOXMAN voxel phantom containing material
indices of segmented tissues. Voxel size was 3.81 mm × 2.78 mm × 2.78 mm. Individual
voxels are clearly visible.

by Sandborg (McVey et al., 2003; Sandborg et al., 1994) to include both male and female
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specific organs that were required for the calculation of the effective dose. The size of the
voxel array is 90.65 cm × 35.56 cm × 21.95 cm, the dimensions are 238 × 128 × 79, and
the size of each voxel is 3.81 mm × 2.78 mm × 2.78 mm. The body was segmented to 57
tissues, see figures 3.3 and 3.4. Each tissue was assigned a material index and a specific
density. This phantom was used for simulations in Paper I.

3.3.2 Voxel phantom representation

The simplest way to represent a voxel phantom is to store the material index of the tissue for
each voxel. These material indices point to corresponding cross section data and material
densities. This approach was used in the original version of the VOXMAN code. A
modification that does not require changes in Monte Carlo codes is to create subgroups
of materials that differ in their densities only. This approach was used in CTmod and
later version of VOXMAN code that were used for the calculation of projections (Ullman
et al., 2006). A further enhancement is to store the density of each voxel separately. This
approach is available for instance in CTmod.

The previous paragraph describes representations where each voxel contains just one
material and the varying density may simulate the situation when the voxel is partially
filled with vacuum or air. But other approaches were used too. Fuchs (1998) used phantoms
where each voxel contained a mixture of two base materials in a known ratio. The two
materials were taken from the following four base materials: air, water, bone and iron.
The linear attenuation coefficient was calculated from the mixture of the two materials.
Similar approach was used by De Man et al. (2001) but, in this case, the calculation of the
linear attenuation coefficient was split to the photoelectric effect and Compton scattering
components. Fessler (2001), used phantoms where each voxel contained a mixture of water
and bone in a known ratio. The density of each voxel was stored as a separate parameter.

3.3.3 Threshold segmentation

In threshold segmentation, each voxel is assigned a material index according to its CT
number. Typically, the frequency function of CT numbers from a single slice or from the
whole volumetric dataset is plotted and regions defining individual materials are defined.
These regions may be further subdivided according to mass density. This recipe was applied
for the Alderson chest phantom. Distribution of CT numbers in the volume dataset is in
figure 3.5. The histogram contains 4096 bins, each bin corresponds to one CT number
channel. Base materials and their CT ranges are listed in Table 3.1. All 17 subgroups and
their mass densities are in Table 3.2. The density ratios, ρ/ρb,m, were calculated from mean
linear attenuation coefficients. This voxel phantom was used to calculate the projection in
figure 2.14.
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Figure 3.3: 3D visualization of the VOXMAN voxel phantom performed via the Visualiza-
tion Toolkit. The skin is partially translucent to make selected internal organs and tissues
visible.

Figure 3.4: 3D visualization of selected parts of the VOXMAN voxel phantom performed
via the Visualization Toolkit. Left to right: lungs, brain, pelvic bone, and scull. Artefacts
caused by the large voxel size are clearly visible in the two figures on the right side.
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Figure 3.5: Distribution of CT numbers in the dataset. The total number of samples
is 512 × 512 × 381 ≈ 108. Segmentation thresholds are plotted as dotted vertical lines,
corresponding material indices 1, . . . , 17, and effective CT numbers, ce,i, marked by ’+’ are
also shown. Segmentation thresholds defining material ranges are labeled T1, T2, and T3.

Table 3.1: Materials, densities ρb,m, and CT ranges [Tm−1, Tm − 1] used for the threshold
segmentation.

m material ρb,m/(g cm−3) Tm−1 Tm − 1

1 air 1.2× 10−3 -1024 -976
2 RSD lung 0.433 -975 -601
3 RSD soft tissue 1.056 -600 129
4 skeleton spongiosa 1.180 130 1199
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Table 3.2: Material index i, base material index m, mass density ratio ρi/ρb,m, CT range
[Ti−1, Ti − 1], and effective CT number ce,i.

i m ρi/ρb,m Ti−1 Ti − 1 ce,i

1 1 1.00 -1024 -976 -1000
2 2 0.12 -975 -926 -952
3 2 0.23 -925 -886 -904
4 2 0.38 -885 -751 -842
5 2 0.78 -750 -601 -682
6 3 0.40 -600 -561 -581
7 3 0.49 -560 -401 -482
8 3 0.67 -400 -201 -296
9 3 0.80 -200 -131 -165

10 3 0.89 -130 -26 -65
11 3 0.97 -25 49 11
12 3 1.02 50 129 71
13 4 0.95 130 299 211
14 4 1.09 300 499 387
15 4 1.25 500 699 586
16 4 1.43 700 999 811
17 4 1.65 1000 1199 1090
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Chapter 4

The effect of scatter on image quality

4.1 Historical review

Scientific articles describing the effect of scatter in computed tomography started to appear
in the beginning of 1980’s, almost 10 years after the first clinical scan was taken in 1971.
In his book from 1980, Herman (1980) could only state that very little data existed in
the open literature regarding the issue of scatter. The secrecy was broken in 1982 when
Johns and Yaffe (1982) described a measurement of the scatter-to-primary ratio (SPR) in
a typical fan-beam geometry. They reported values of about 5% for CT body scans on
a 4th-generation machine but also noted that the ratio may be higher than 1 in certain
configurations. Their simple setup based on a lead blocker that was positioned between
the X-ray tube and the phantom is, with minor modifications, still in use today. Later
that year, Joseph and Spital (1982) showed that scatter causes cupping, streaks, and CT
number inaccuracies in reconstructed images. Glover (1982) demonstrated that scatter
causes cupping and dark streaks connecting high-attenuation regions and showed that the
scatter-to-primary ratio determines the nature and intensity of scatter artifacts in CT
reconstructions. He observed that the intensity of the artifacts is often diminished when
a beam-shaping attenuator1 is employed. Finally, he presented a simple scatter correction
algorithm where the amount of scatter was estimated from simplified single-event or dual-
event Compton scatter models and subtracted from the measured signal.

The Monte Carlo method was first utilized for the simulation of the effect of scatter
on CT images in 1984 by Kanamori et al. (1985) though this primacy is shadowed by the
fact that, in diagnostic radiology, similar studies had already been published, for instance
(Kalender, 1981; Chan and Doi, 1983). From more recent studies, we mention the paper by
Leliveld et al. (1994) that investigated the significance of scatter in industrial CT scanners.
Zbijewski and Beekman (2006) described an artefact reduction method in cone-beam micro-
CT which used a Monte Carlo based micro-CT simulator, see (Colijn et al., 2004).

An important factor that affects the quality of reconstructed images is noise. The effect
of scatter on image noise was studied by Endo et al. (2001) and Siewerdsen and Jaffray

1Bowtie filters have also been called “beam-shaping attenuators” or “attenuation equalizing filters.”
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(2001). In the latter study, the magnitude and effects of X-ray scatter in cone beam CT
with a flat panel imager were presented too. Also, there are many articles dedicated to the
handling of noise in image reconstruction algorithms. Since this topic is beyond the scope
of this section—which is the effect of scatter—we refer the reader to the many references
listed in the thesis by Zbijewski (2006).

In the following two sections, we extend the list of articles covering the properties and
effects of scatter in cone beam CT with examples from our own research. Section 4.2
discusses how individual factors affect scatter projections. The effect of individual factors
on the quality of reconstructed images is more difficult to assess since resulting images are
strongly affected by the image reconstruction algorithm. This issue and issues related to
the concept of image quality in general are discussed in section 4.3.

4.2 Factors affecting scatter projections

The amount of scatter is, among others, affected by the tube voltage, beam size, bowtie
filter design, phantom size and composition, and detector array construction. The effect of
these factors, with the exception of the bowtie filter, was studied in Paper I. The geometry
consisted of a point source that produced a cylindrical fan beam, a cylindrical water phan-
tom, and a point detector array, see figure 2.18. The point source produced monoenergetic
photons with the energy of 30, 60, 90, or 120 keV or a polyenergetic beam corresponding
to the tube voltage of 120 or 140 kV. The phantom was either the anthropomorphic VOX-
MAN phantom or a water cylinder. In the latter case, the head-size water cylinder had
the radius of 8 cm and height of 25 cm, the body-size cylinder had the radius of 16 cm
and height of 50 cm. The detector array consisted of 64 detector elements whose response
was simulated via the energy absorption efficiency function of a 3 mm thick infinite slab
of (Y,Gd)2O3:Eu with the density of 5.92 g/cm3. The configuration with the head-size
cylinder, no antiscatter grid, beam width w = 200 mm, and 120 kV spectrum was taken
as the base configuration. Individual effects of the phantom size, antiscatter grid, beam
width, and tube voltage were estimated via functions rs(iy), rg(iy), rw(iy), and re(iy), re-
spectively, where iy was the detector index. These functions were defined as ratios of the
energy imparted to a detector element per unit surface area corresponding to the altered
and base configurations. In the altered configuration, only one factor was varied. The
alternatives were: the body-size cylinder, an antiscatter grid, beam width w = 20 mm,
and 140 kV spectrum. See Paper I for more information about the experimental design.

Figure 4.1 shows that the beam width, the antiscatter grid, and the phantom size were
the highly influential factors in this case. For instance the ten times decrease of the beam
width from 200 to 20 mm resulted in the approximately ten times decrease in the amount
of scatter for all detector elements. The antiscatter grid reduced the amount of scatter to
approximately 30% of its original value on the beam axis (for the detector element with
iy=32). The body-size cylinder reduced the amount of scatter in the central region but,
on the other hand increased it in peripheral regions.

The effect of a bowtie filter was studied in Paper V. The irradiation geometry was the
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Figure 4.1: The effect of the phantom size rs, antiscatter grid rg, beam width rw, and photon
energy re as a function of the detector index iy. All these quantities are dimensionless; this
is denoted by the symbol [1]. The value r = 1 corresponds to no effect. Large values of
r or values close to zero indicate a strong effect. The beam width factor rw is dominant,
factors rs and rg are highly influential.

same as in Paper I. The bowtie filter attenuated the beam without scattering any photons
so that the energy imparted per unit surface area by primary photons as a function of the
detector index was a constant—hence the name “ideal fully-compensating bowtie filter”.
Figure 4.2 shows primary and scatter projections for configurations with and without the
bowtie filter. These simulations were performed for beam widths of 2, 20, and 200 mm
and for the head-size and body-size cylinders. Note the almost linear dependence of the
amount of scatter on the beam width. The bowtie filter decreased the contribution from
scattered photons to the detector signal but it also decreased the contribution from primary
photons. In this respect, figure 4.3 is more illustrative because it shows the effect of the
bowtie filter on the scatter-to-primary ratio. The ideal fully-compensating bowtie filter
reduced the scatter-to-primary ratio in the central region of the projection but increased it
in the peripheral regions. The latter is easy to understand when we realize that, in these
regions, the bowtie filter significantly decreased the contribution from primary photons.
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Figure 4.2: Projections of the head-size (first row) and body-size (second row) cylinders
for beam widths w = 2, 20, and 200 mm with and without the bowtie filter (BF). Primary
projections without BF (– – –) and with BF (— · —), scatter projections without BF
(· · · · · ·) and with BF (——). The projections are given in terms of the energy imparted
to a detector element per unit surface area, εA, as a function of the detector index which
ranges from 1 to 900.
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Figure 4.3: Scatter-to-primary ratios in the central slice for beam widths w = 2, 20, and
200 mm with and without the bowtie filter (BF). Head-size cylinder without BF (· · · · · ·)
and with BF (——); body-size cylinder without BF (— · —) and with BF (– – –).
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4.3. QUALITY OF RECONSTRUCTED IMAGES

4.3 Quality of reconstructed images

Quality of a reconstructed image can be judged subjectively, for instance by an observer
that performs a lesion detection task, or according to a physical criterion, for instance via a
deviation of the image from an ideal one. The former is usually performed by radiologists.
Our simulated images, see figure 4.4, clearly demonstrated the scatter and beam hardening

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.4: Reconstructed images of the body-size water cylinder (radius 16 cm, height
50 cm) for beam widths 2 mm (a), 20 mm (b), and 200 mm (c). The combined effect
of beam hardenning and scatter artefacts is clearly visible. The latter dominates for the
beam width of 200 mm.

artefacts but were too simple for any sensible lesion detection task. Thus we opted for the
latter approach which is more objective but, on the other hand, it also uses an element
of subjectivity in the selection of the ideal image. Our aim was to quantify the effect
of scatter in a way that could be used in a scatter correction algorithm. This issue was
studied in Paper II. We tested the L2-norm based difference relative to a reference image
(DRRI) defined as

rr =

[∑N
i,j=1(fij − f r

ij)
2

∑N
i,j=1(f

r
ij)

2

]1/2

, (4.1)

where f and f r are the tested and reference images respectively.

First we used the values of the linear attenuation coefficient as the ideal image, denoted
as f o, but the results were not satisfactory, see later. Much better properties of rr were
obtained when the image reconstructed from primary projections only, denoted as fp,
was used as the ideal one. Here, we denote the values of rr calculated for the reference
images fp and f o as rp and ro, respectively. DRRI values for the head-size and body-size
cylinder and for beam widths 2, 20, and 200 mm are in table 4.1. The increase of the beam
width from 2 to 20 mm, i.e. 10 times, results in almost 10 times higher values of rp, the
differences are only 1.1 % and 13 % for the head-size and body-size cylinder, respectively.
On the contrary, the increase of the beam width from 2 mm to 20 mm results in values
of ro which are higher by only 6.2% and 66 % for the head-size and body-size cylinder,
respectively.
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Table 4.1: The dependence of the difference relative to the image based on projections by
primary photons, rp, and weighted linear attenuation coefficient, ro, on the beam width w
for the two considered phantoms. Values of rp are affected by the amount of scatter only
while values of ro are also affected by the beam hardening and therefore do not approach
zero for small beam widths.

w head-size cylinder body-size cylinder
[mm] rp ro rp ro

2 1.77× 10−3 4.97× 10−2 5.33× 10−3 4.88× 10−2

20 1.75× 10−2 5.28× 10−2 4.64× 10−2 8.12× 10−2

200 1.16× 10−1 1.26× 10−1 2.14× 10−1 2.39× 10−1

The effect of the bowtie filter (BF) on reconstructed images was studied in Paper
V. Profiles of reconstructed images of the head-size cylinder for beam widths 2, 20, and
200 mm are in figures 4.5 and 4.6. Reconstructions were performed both with and without
a beam hardening correction (BHC).

In practice, the quality of the whole imaging chain and its components is of interest,
not just the quality of reconstructed images. The performance of the detector array can
be characterized via quantities like Noise Equivalent Quanta (NEQ), Detective Quantum
Efficiency (DQE), and Modulation Transfer Function (MTF). These concepts are common
in planar radiology but they can be used to characterize detectors in cone beam CT too,
see e.g. (Siewerdsen and Jaffray, 2003). The overall assessment of the whole imaging
chain performance can be characterized for instance via slice sensitivity profiles, transverse
resolution and image noise, see (Flohr et al., 2003, 2006) for more information.
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Figure 4.5: Profiles, f , of reconstructed images of the head-size cylinder for beam widths
w = 2, 20, and 200 mm without (first row) and with (second row) the beam hardening
correction applied, and without and with the bowtie filter (BF). Reconstruction was per-
formed from primary projections without BF (——) and with BF (· · · · · ·), and projections
containing primary and scatter without BF (— · —) and with BF (– – –).
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Figure 4.6: The same as in figure 4.5 but for the body-size cylinder.
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Chapter 5

Review of included papers

Now you will experience the full power of the dark side.
– Emperor Palpatine

5.1 Paper I

The paper “Simulation of scatter in cone beam CT – effects on projection image quality”
by A. Malusek, M. Sandborg, and G. Alm Carlsson was presented at the SPIE 2003
conference and published in the Proceedings of SPIE (Malusek et al., 2003). Its aim was
to estimate the amount of scatter in typical cone beam CT configurations. Projections
were calculated using CTmod for two cylindrical water phantoms of different sizes and
for an anthropomorphic voxel phantom with and without the presence of an anti-scatter
grid. The scatter-to-primary ratio was evaluated for each projection and the dependence
of the amount of scatter on the phantom size, beam width, photon energy, and antiscatter
grid was investigated. The response function of the detector array was simulated via the
energy absorption efficiency function of an infinite slab. It was found that the beam width
and the antiscatter grid were the dominant factors that affected the amount of scatter
in cone beam CT projections. It was one of the first papers that presented scatter-to-
primary ratios for projections of an anthropomorphic voxel phantom, see figure 5.1 and
Paper I. The prediction that an antiscatter grid could significantly suppress the amount of
scatter in cone beam CT sparked attention of the scientific community but the subsequent
experimental study by Siewerdsen et al. (2004) showed that effects that were not simulated
by the code (photon interactions inside the grid, blind spots created by grid’s lamellas on
the flat panel imager, and non-optimal arrangement of lamellas in focused grids) had such
detrimental effects on reconstructed images that the usage of antiscatter grids for cone
beam CT was not finally recommended. It should be noted that although great attention
was paid to every detail, an error resulting in the use of the Thomson cross section instead
of the more realistic coherent scattering cross section caused notable differences in scatter
profiles presented in this paper.
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5.2. PAPER II
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Figure 5.1: Scatter-to-primary ratios, Rsp, of energy imparted per unit surface area of a
detector element as function of detector index iy for head (a), chest (b), and pelvis (c)
regions of the VOXMAN anthropomorphic phantom calculated for 120 kV (red, darker
curve) and 140 kV (green) tube voltages and beam width of 200 mm.

5.2 Paper II

The paper “Effect of scatter on reconstructed image quality in cone beam CT: evaluation
of a scatter-reduction optimization function” by A. Malusek, M. Magnusson Seger, M.
Sandborg and G. Alm Carlsson was presented at the Malmö conference in 2004 and pub-
lished in Radiation Protection and Dosimetry (Malusek et al., 2005). Its aim was to find a
function that could estimate the amount of scatter quantitatively; the intention was to use
this function in optimization tasks later. This study extended the simulation model used in
Paper I but the number of configurations was reduced. Anti-scatter grids were omitted and
projections were calculated for cylindrical water phantoms only. Filtered back projection
was used to reconstruct simulated images. It was found that the proposed function based
on the L2-norm could estimate the amount of scatter even in the presence of the beam
hardening artefact. For wide beams, the beam hardening artefact was significantly weaker
than the scatter artefact but it was evident that, in our future work, both artefacts would
have to be treated; we could not concentrate on the scatter artefact only.

5.3 Paper III

The paper “Monte Carlo study of the dependence of the KAP-meter calibration coefficient
on beam aperture, X-ray tube voltage, and reference plane” by A. Malusek, J. P. Larsson,
and G. Alm Carlsson was published in Physics in Medicine and Biology (Malusek et al.,
2007a). The aim of this article was to provide information that could be used during the
preparation of new KAP-meter calibration procedures, see for instance (IAEA, 2007). The
Monte Carlo method was used to study the dependence of the calibration coefficient on
the tube voltage, beam aperture, and reference plane in simplified over-couch geometries
modeling the VacuTec’s type 70157 KAP-meter both with and without an additional filter.
The MCNP5 code was used to calculate (i) energy imparted to air cavities of the KAP-
meter, and (ii) spatial distribution of air collision kerma at entrance and exit planes of
the KAP-meter and at a patient entrance plane. From these data, the air kerma area
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product, PKA, and calibration coefficient were calculated and their dependence on the tube
voltage and beam aperture was analyzed. It was found that the variation of the calibration
coefficient as a function of tube voltage was up to 40% when the additional filter was used,
see figure 5.2. Though not directly related to the problem of scatter in cone beam CT, this
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Figure 5.2: Calibration coefficient, k, as a function of tube voltage, U , for beam apertures
3◦ (——), 12◦ (- - - -) and the exit and patient planes. Labels corresponding to cases A,
B, and C are on the right side of each curve. Values for beam apertures 6◦ and 9◦ lied
in bands delimited by corresponding 3◦ and 12◦ aperture curves. See Paper III for more
information.

article is included in this thesis because calculations of the air kerma area product were
originally performed using the CTmod code. The other quantity needed to calculate the
KAP-meter calibration coefficient, the energy imparted to air cavities of the KAP meter,
was calculated using the PENELOPE code since CTmod does not transport the secondary
electrons which are needed in situations where charged particle equilibrium does not exist.
Many of these results can be found in (Larsson, 2006). To simplify the method section
and to avoid uncertainties caused by differences between cross section data used by the
two codes in calculation of the calibration coefficient, it was later decided to re-run all
simulations using the MCNP5 code only.

5.4 Paper IV

The paper “CTmod - a toolkit for Monte Carlo simulation of projections including scatter
in computed tomography” by A. Malusek, M. Sandborg, and G. Alm Carlsson was accepted
for publication in Computer Methods and Programs in Biomedicine in December 2007. Its
aim was to provide a description of methods used in the CTmod toolkit. This subject was
already extensively discussed in chapter 2 and so, to avoid repetition, we refer the reader
to Paper IV and the accompanying reports (Malusek et al., 2007b,c,e).
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5.5 Paper V

The paper “A Monte Carlo Study of the Effect of a Bowtie Filter on the Amount of
Scatter in Computed Tomography” by A. Malusek, M. Magnusson, M. Sandborg, and G.
Alm Carlsson is a manuscript from 2006. Its objective was to quantify the effect of a
bowtie filter on the amount of scatter in cone beam CT. As in Paper II, primary and
scatter projections were calculated for two water cylinders and filtered back projection
was used to reconstruct images. In this version, though, a beam hardening correction was
performed to address the problem mentioned in section 5.2 and an ideal fully-compensating
bowtie filter was a part of the irradiation geometry. This filter cannot be manufactured
but the results indicated a possible range of values for real bowtie filters. It was found that
bowtie filters could reduce the scatter-to-primary ratio in certain areas of the projection
image. It turned out that similar findings had already been reported by Kusoffsky et al.
(1976) for an attenuation equalizing filter in diagnostic radiography and by Glover (1982)
for a beam-shaping attenuator in computed tomography. Manufacturers of CT scanners
were also aware of it (Stierstofer, 2007). Recently, it was experimentally confirmed by
Graham et al. (2007). As data about the amount of scatter produced by the bowtie filter
are of interest to manufacturers, latest versions of the manuscript (not included in this
thesis) also contain results for a typical bowtie filter that is used in a contemporary CT
scanner. In this case, simulations were performed with both a bowtie filter represented via
an analytical formula and a voxelized bowtie filter that scatters photons.
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Future work

Computed tomography can be improved in many respects. It has achieved tremendous
success over the 30 years of its existence but the reconstructed images are still affected by
beam hardening, scatter, motion, and other artefacts. The idea of a virtual tomograph
as a tool that could be used to solve at least some of the problems has a great potential
but is difficult to implement. It is not just the program complexity and the insufficient
computer speed but also the gap between different scientific disciplines that represent a
challenge. Fortunately, with the recently increased interest of the scientific community in
multidisciplinary research, the problems will most likely be overcome. In our particular
case, possible tasks are:

• A better integration of the software calculating scatter projections and the software
used by scientists developing image reconstruction algorithms. The former is in our
case a C++ class library based on the ROOT application development framework
while the latter are typically Matlab scripts, sometimes re-coded to C for increased
speed. To turn our research software to a more production-oriented tool, more em-
phasis should be put on the ease of use.

• Improved automatic voxel classification from CT numbers. Voxel classification from
CT numbers is used in some iterative reconstruction algorithms to generate the phan-
tom for the calculation of projections that are then compared with real projections,
see section 3.1. An improvement in this area would allow a further reduction of the
beam hardening and scatter artefacts.

• An implementation of a scatter correction algorithm based on Monte Carlo simu-
lations. Such algorithm has been reported for a micro CT Zbijewski and Beekman
(2006) where, due to a smaller size of the imaged object, the contribution of scatter
was easier to predict. For a human-size object, approximative methods are still more
feasible since plenty of CPU power is required to simulate scatter projections. Never-
theless advances in computer technology, namely in the area of massive parallelism,
open new opportunities for this method too.
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